
Show-Stopping, Luxury Art at an Affordable Price
Named After Powerful, Iconic Women
Made with Genuine Healing Crystals & Stones
Programmed with Positive Intention
Created with the Frequency of Love
Energetically Elevate Your Space with Vibrant Colors
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MagneticGeodes.com

Make a statement without saying a word with a 
Magnetic Geode Fine Art Piece

Several 4" & 2"
Crystal Quartz Points

10 lbs of Raw Rose
Quartz & Clear Quartz
Points Total

Glass-like Finish

Vibrant Customizable
Colors

Massive Size: 8'  x 4'

Nobody likes an EMPTY wall space.

By Rochonda Ferrelli



It all starts at Lowe's where I hand-select ¼ inch premium plywood
checking it for flaws and evenness.
Next, the wood is cut, edges are sanded, the canvas is primed and the
back is taped off.
I then sketch the vision that drops in of the geode shape, style, and
colors. This is then transferred onto the canvas.
High-quality pigment pastes from Australia, powders and glitters are
blended with the highest quality of resin available on the market.
Crystals sourced from all around the world are used in each geode.
Clear crystal points, amethyst, rose quartz, and citrine are some of the
most frequently used stones. These are imported from Madagascar and
Brazil. The stones are charged with Universal energy and set with an
intention for each client.
The resin pouring process takes several days and depending on the size,
several weeks. Many layers are poured until the piece is a beautiful
geode that speaks to me. 
Crystals, crushed glass, glitter lines, geode lines and a final glossy flood
coat gives the geode a final touch that makes the piece unique and one
of a kind. 
Each geode is named after an inspirational woman. The intention is
energetically placed in the crystals and a quote is added to the back.
If being shipped, geodes are hand-wrapped for the utmost protection
using certified shipping materials via UPS. The geode is insured and I
send Angels to accommodate the piece on its journey to you.
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Here's What Goes into Creating
Each Magnetic Geode

By Rochonda Ferrelli


